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WIDGEON GRASS: PAST, PRESENT AND … FUTURE? Ruppia maritima is the
scientific name but most folks just call it widgeon grass. It grows underwater in most
areas of the US coastline and is a terrific food for waterfowl. A search of our website
reveals that we have written about it at least seven times in this newsletter since August of
2003 so it must be important to Lake Merritt. But is that still true? It’s recent history in
our waters is informative, but lends little to predictability.
1972: The entire Lake was dredged, which probably limited widgeon grass growth. Little
information is available during this period, but in 1978 it was reported that “thick
mats of nuisance growths covered nearly half of the surface area of the lake.”
1980–85: Massive growths of widgeon grass choked the surface of the Lake from
mid June to mid July. Boats would get stuck in the dense grass, which grew from
the bottom all the way to the surface. Something had to be done!

Strands of widgeon grass, some
covered with algae, in 2002.

Growing up from the bottom, it
would sometimes choke off most of
the Lake surface and trap boats.

1985: The entire Lake was dredged again, at a cost of over 2 million dollars. This
increased the depth of the Lake and reduced widgeon grass growth for a while.
1986-1994: Growth of the grass (and every other aquatic plant) was controlled by several

applications of herbicide every summer in a boom and bust cycle. No one knows
what the Lake critters thought about this, but it was not really compatible with a
wildlife refuge.
1995: As recommended in the Lake Merritt Enhancement Plan, mechanical harvesting
replaced herbicide control as the harvester boat patrolled the Lake from late spring
to late summer, sometime operating seven days a week. Seasonal grass growth
continued into the early part of the new century, but then:
2003: Widgeon grass growth fizzled, never reaching the surface, even in peak growing
season (mid-June to mid-July). This may have been due to continual harvesting,
but the next few years show that other factors may have been at work.
2004-05: For unknown reasons, hardly any grass was seen in the Lake. The harvester
operator was very bored.
2006: Hardly any grew until a heat wave in mid-July when (although it was supposed to be
dying off) it began growing like mad. That was the year the City harvester boat
tipped over and died. If it is still parked in the city maintenance lot and if the City
needs the money, perhaps George could buy it and fix it up.
2007-09: Only a few, lonely strands of widgeon grass were seen in Lake Merritt. A
harvester boat was called in from Aquatic Environments, but it scooped up algae,
not grass.
2010: Given that the last three water years were dryer than normal, it may be that drought
has been the reason for the recent absence of widgeon grass in Lake Merritt. If so,
and since precipitation has been close to normal this year, we may see a resurgence
of one of our waterfowl’s favorite foods. As of mid-May, it is too early to tell:
Based on a 1981 report, grass growth was still at the bottom by June 5th. But if you
are reading this in late June, look out your window and see if it is there.
ALGAE: In spring, algae always grows before
widgeon grass, but only along the shallow shoreline,
not in the middle of the Lake. Growth typically peaks
in April or May, de-pending on how quickly the water
warms up, with smaller spurts in mid summer and
hardly any in the fall. Great for fish, but obnoxious if
too abundant, it can pile up along the shore and
decompose into a pinkish/purple mass. It also traps
trash, making our job of cleaning much more difficult,
as seen here.

CLIMATE CORNER: Are you starting to think that global warming is not real? The
smart money is betting that it is real. As Bill McKibben writes in his latest book “Eaarth”
a new Australian coal port (which ships coal to China and Japan to make more greenhouse
gas) is being redesigned to accommodate sea level rise! They would not spend that money
if they didn’t believe sea level is going to rise.
Quiz: How much coal will we have to burn before they have to raise the dock level again?
If we burn enough coal, the Gulf oil spill won’t bother the marshes around New
Orleans because, as shown here in red, with a 20 foot sea level rise, they will be
under water.

If you are thinking that we will run out of coal, consider this. There is more than enough
coal on earth to put us into a runaway global warming mode (e.g. Venus). This would
create an ice free planet and push sea levels up to 60 feet higher than now (as it was three
million years ago when global temperatures were only 5oF warmer). Just melting half of
Greenland and half of the Antarctic ice cap would lead to a 20 feet rise, and at the rate we
are going, it may take only 1-2 centuries (or much less). But don’t worry, maximum sea
level in the fossil record is only about 220 feet higher than now, so there will still be lots of
land above that elevation, if we are around to see it. Hmmm, maybe the politicians should
take their heads out of the smokestacks.
GEESE AGAIN: Right on schedule, molting
geese are arriving at Lake Merritt, at a rate of
several hundred birds per week. Although we
only counted 157 on May 6th, by May 26th the
beach at the Cameron Stanford House, the
park by the Nature Center tot lot and the
boating center parking lot were all filling up.
Based on counts from the last nine years,
there will be about 1,900+ of them here by
July 4th. Gosling production has once again
been low, with less than a dozen having been
seen so far.
Fences and zones to control them as recommended in the goose management plan seem to
have been lost in the political shuffle, but perhaps the City will begin using the Nature
Sweep machine that they purchased to remove fecal matter from lawns. It will be needed
until late August, when goose numbers at the Park will have declined to several hundred.
Until then, help yourself to the “guano” and all the feathers you can carry.

RECENT SCENES FROM LAKE MERRITT:
Ceremonies were held to
celebrate breaking
ground on the 12th St.
bridge project to remove
tidal restrictions along
the channel, create a salt
marsh, install storm drain
filters, expand the park
and replace the road.

BIRD COLUMN: Late Spring at Lake Merritt: With the algae blooming for yards out
from shore and the buckeye trees in full leaf and flower, and a mama Mallard proudly
escorting *nine* nearly grown ducklings, all sleek and brown and almost as large as
herself - more than I've ever seen brought so close to adulthood from a single clutch. The
4th-Wednesday Golden Gate Audubon walk saw one group of baby geese, too - four of
them, fuzzy and yellow and about the size of footballs - among the many adults of their
kind that are beginning to show up. (Next month the molt migration will be in full swing,
but it has started already; the goose quills are beginning to pile up along the lakeshore.)
The Double-crested Cormorants (now without their crests) are still going at it in the trees
on the islands, with nests in every possible space. It feels like at least as many as last year,
despite the loss of one of their favorite trees. And we saw both Great and Snowy Egrets as
well as Black-crowned Night-herons on the islands, though no nests or young birds.
The Black Phoebe nest was in use again - presumably a new clutch, as the three nestlings
we saw in April were about to fledge.
Of the wintering birds, only one lone lorn Lesser Scaup was left - a female, all shades of
brown and gray, with a few white feathers around the base of her beak. But the spring
migrants and summer visitors are coming through - the rescue White Pelican had a buddy
again (a magnificent bird, looking a third larger than our regular), and we followed a report
of Western Tanagers - brilliant yellow birds with brilliant tomato-red heads - around
behind Children's Fairyland... and found them. Two pairs.
But the day's most astonishing sight was a Cooper's Hawk - the female, by the size consuming a fresh-caught bird on the branch of a Eucalyptus tree only 15 feet or so off the
ground. One member of the group actually saw the pursuit and the kill, whipping in and
out among the branches of the tree, but couldn't identify the prey - and by the time the rest
of us found the birds, we could tell only that it had been small and gray.
So a good day for us, and for the Cooper's Hawk (if not for its breakfast), in bright sun and
lacy clouds, and all told another typical fine day at Lake Merritt....
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